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We identify the conditions that guarantee equivalence of the reduced dynamics of an open quantum
system (OQS) for two different types of environments—one a continuous bosonic environment leading to
a unitary system-environment evolution and the other a discrete-mode bosonic environment resulting in a
system-mode (nonunitary) Lindbladian evolution. Assuming initial Gaussian states for the environments,
we prove that the two OQS dynamics are equivalent if both the expectation values and two-time
correlation functions of the environmental interaction operators are the same at all times for the two
configurations. Since the numerical and analytical description of a discrete-mode environment undergoing
a Lindbladian evolution is significantly more efficient than that of a continuous bosonic environment in a
unitary evolution, our result represents a powerful, nonperturbative tool to describe complex and possibly
highly non-Markovian dynamics. As a special application, we recover and generalize the well-known
pseudomodes approach to open-system dynamics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.030402
Introduction.—Each and every realization of physical
quantum systems will unavoidably suffer from interactions
with uncontrollable degrees of freedom, namely, the
surrounding environment. In certain situations, it is pos-
sible to model such an interaction as resulting in white
noise, amenable to an effective description in terms of a
Lindblad master equation [1–4]. In general, however, the
relevant noise sources originating from the interaction with
structured environments give rise to non-Markovian effects
and call for a more complex characterization [5–7]. Solid-
state implementations of qubits [8–10], nanoscale quantum
thermal machines [11,12], sensing and metrology [13,14],
energy-charge conversion and exciton transport in solid-
state devices [15,16], or biological light harvesting com-
plexes [17,18] are typical instances in which deviations
from a Lindbladian evolution can play a significant role.
The simulation of even simple OQSs interacting with
structured environments is a formidable task. If one adopts
state-of-the-art numerical methods [19–22] for the simu-
lation of the dynamics of a quantum system, only systems
of a few qubits are accessible. A similar situation arises
in proposed quantum physical simulators of system-
environment interaction [23]. The difficulty, in both cases,
is due to the large number of environmental degrees of
freedom affecting the reduced dynamics of the OQS under
investigation. Several approaches have been developed to
map the original model into a unitarily equivalent one,
which is easier to deal with, e.g., because it possesses a
more suitable configuration for the application of proper
numerical techniques [21,24–27]. Yet, the simulation of
such equivalent unitary models remains challenging since
the number of environmental degrees of freedom involved
is essentially unchanged.
On the other hand, if one is actually interested in the
evolution of the open system only, it is clear that the
problem would be simplified drastically by finding simpler
auxiliary systems, which might not be directly related to the
original ones at the level of the overall dynamics, but which
yield the same reduced dynamics for the open system. In
this regard, a powerful idea is to decompose the action of
the environment into a non-Markovian core which, in turn,
interacts with a Markovian environment. The former
interacts coherently with the open system and encloses
all the memory effects during the evolution, while the latter
can be characterized effectively by a Lindblad equation and
represents the residual unidirectional leaking of informa-
tion out of the non-Markovian core [28–34] (see Fig. 1). Of
course, the most appealing feature of this approach is that
the resulting configuration will be generally much simpler
than the original unitary one, having to deal with a
considerably smaller number of degrees of freedom.
The possibility to reproduce the reduced OQS dynamics
obtained from a unitary evolution involving a complex
environment via a simpler environment, which itself is
subject to a Lindblad dynamics, is usually supported by a
good agreement with experimental data or numerical
analysis, as well as by approximative arguments, which
can be applied in certain specific regimes. Nevertheless,
rigorous results or theorems of some generality are still
lacking, and the only exact result was derived in [35] for the
spin-boson model, with a specific form of the interaction
and a zero-temperature environment. There, a procedure
was introduced to replace the environment with infinitely
many degrees of freedom by a finite set of auxiliary
harmonic modes, the so-called pseudomodes, which
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proved to be a very useful tool to characterize open-
quantum-system dynamics [36–45].
In this Letter, we provide a proof of the general
equivalence between the reduced dynamics of an OQS
interacting unitarily with a bosonic environment and the
dynamics of the same OQS interacting with a typically
much simpler harmonic environment subject to a Lindblad
evolution. We prove that, for initial Gausssian states of the
environments, the equivalence is guaranteed if the envi-
ronmental expectation values and two-time correlation
functions of the two configurations are equal for all times.
We stress that, while this is well known if one compares the
reduced dynamics of two unitary evolutions [2,46–48], it is
a priori not obvious that the same still applies when
comparing two reduced dynamics obtained from a unitary
and a nonunitary Lindbladian evolution. The result holds
irrespective of the strength of the system-environment
interaction or the structure of the environment, thus
providing a general nonperturbative way to describe
OQS dynamics, possibly highly non-Markovian ones. As
a special case, we recover the equivalence between the
reduced dynamics of the spin-boson model and the
description given by the pseuodomodes, directly general-
izing it to different forms of the coupling.
The main result.—We start by introducing the nonunitary
configuration, which consists of a quantum system S
interacting with a bosonic environment R, which is, in
turn, subject to a Lindblad evolution. The system-environ-
ment Hamiltonian reads
HˆSR ¼ HˆS þ HˆR þ
Xκ
j¼1
AˆS;j ⊗ FˆR;j; ð1Þ
where, for a system of dimension dS, κ can take values in
1; 2;…; d2S. Here and in what follows, we imply the tensor
product with the identity so that HˆS will be used instead
of HˆS ⊗ 1 and so on. The Lindbladian dynamics of the
bipartite system S − R is fixed by the master equation
(ℏ ¼ 1)
_ρSRðtÞ¼LSR½ρSRðtÞ¼−i½HˆSR;ρSRðtÞþDR½ρSRðtÞ; ð2Þ
where
DR½ρ ¼
Xl
j¼1
γj

LˆR;jρLˆ
†
R;j −
1
2
fLˆ†R;jLˆR;j; ρg

ð3Þ
acts on R only, and l determines the number of degrees of
freedom of R and hence, the complexity of the nonunitary
model. We consider time-independent arbitrary Lindblad
operators LˆR;j and coefficients γj ≥ 0, ensuring the complete
positivity of the evolution [2,49] and a factorized initial state
ρSRð0Þ ¼ ρSð0Þ ⊗ ρRð0Þ. We denote by ρLS ðtÞ the corre-
sponding reduced state of the system S at time t, namely,
ρLS ðtÞ ¼ TrRfeLSRt½ρSð0Þ ⊗ ρRð0Þg: ð4Þ
Here, FR;jðtÞ are the expectation values of the R interaction
operators with respect to the “free” evolution of the environ-
ment R (i.e., without taking into account the presence of the
system S), FR;jðtÞ ¼ TrRfFˆR;jeLRt½ρRð0Þg, whereLR is the
generator
LR½ρ ¼ −i½HˆR; ρ þDR½ρ: ð5Þ
Moreover, we denote by
CLjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ ¼ TrRfFˆR;jeLRt½FˆR;j0eLRs½ρRð0Þg ð6Þ
the environment two-time correlation functions.
The other configuration we consider is given by the
same system S interacting unitarily with a bosonic envi-
ronment E. The unitary S − E evolution is determined by
the Hamiltonian
HˆSE ¼ HˆS þ HˆE þ
Xκ
j¼1
AˆS;j ⊗ GˆE;j ð7Þ
and the initial factorized state ρSEð0Þ ¼ ρSð0Þ ⊗ ρEð0Þ.
We denote with ρUS ðtÞ the corresponding S reduced state at
time t; i.e.,
ρUS ðtÞ ¼ TrEfe−iHˆSEt½ρSð0Þ ⊗ ρEð0ÞeiHˆSEtg; ð8Þ
the expectation values of the interaction terms as GE;jðtÞ¼
TrEfGˆE;je−iHˆEtρEð0ÞeiHˆEtg, and with CUjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ, the
two-time correlation functions
CUjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ ¼ TrEfeiHˆEðtþsÞGˆE;je−iHˆEðtþsÞ
eiHˆEsGˆE;j0e−iHˆEsρEð0Þg: ð9Þ
Theorem.—Given the two systems described by
Eqs. (1)–(6) and Eqs. (7)–(9), respectively, if both ρRð0Þ
and ρEð0Þ are Gaussian states, then the following impli-
cation holds:
FIG. 1. Graphical representation of the considered configura-
tions. Upper diagram: A possibly composite system interacting
with the environment R undergoing the Lindblad dynamics as
defined in Eq. (2). Lower: Same system interacting with the
unitarily evolving environment E [see Eq. (7)]. Middle: The
environment R has been extended as to include additional modes
with free evolution H ~E and interacting with the R modes through
VˆR ~E [see Eq. (11)].
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FR;jðtÞ ¼ GE;jðtÞ
CLjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ ¼ CUjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ

∀ j; j0; t; s ≥ 0
⇒ ρLS ðtÞ ¼ ρUS ðtÞ ∀ t: ð10Þ
Sketch of the Proof.—The proof relies on twomain steps,
which we represent as separate lemmas. Lemma 1 estab-
lishes a dilation [3,50–52] of the Lindblad equation on the
bipartite system S − R in Eq. (2) to a unitary evolution on a
tripartite system S − R − ~E such that the exact reduced
dynamics of S under the latter is equal to that under the
Lindbladian dynamics on S − R. Because of that, we can
translate the comparison between the two open-system
dynamics of the configurations we are interested in into a
comparison between the open-system dynamics of S
obtained from the unitaries on S − E and S − R − ~E,
respectively. These two open-system dynamics can be easily
shown to be equivalent if their environmental expectation
values and two-time correlation functions are equal (as we
show in the last part of the proof). But now Lemma 2 shows
that the two-time correlation functions of operators on R
with respect to the unitary dynamics on R − ~E are equal to
those obtained via the reduced Lindbladian dynamical maps
on R [53], i.e., to CLjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ, while the analogous
correspondence between the expectation values is implied
directly by Lemma 1.Hence, we get the implication stated in
the Theorem. Figure 1 represents the different configura-
tions involved in the proofs of the Lemmas and the Theorem,
which are given in the Supplemental Material [55].
Lemma 1. Consider a tripartite system S − R − ~E
undergoing the unitary evolution fixed by
HˆSR ~E ¼ HˆSR þ Hˆ ~E þ VˆR ~E;
Hˆ ~E ¼
Xl
j¼1
Z
∞
−∞
dωωbˆ†~Eðω; jÞbˆ ~Eðω; jÞ;
VˆR ~E ¼
Xl
j¼1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−
γj
2π
r Z
∞
−∞
dωLˆR;jbˆ
†
~E
ðω; jÞ − Lˆ†R;jbˆ ~Eðω; jÞ;
ð11Þ
where bˆ ~Eðω; jÞ and bˆ†~Eðω; jÞ are bosonic annihilation
and creation operators of a Fock space H ~E;j,
½bˆ ~Eðω; jÞ; bˆ†~Eðω0; j0Þ ¼ δjj0δðω − ω0Þ, and the global Fock
space associatedwith the environment ~E is indeed the tensor
product H ~E ¼⊗lj¼1 H ~E;j. Let the initial state be
ρSR ~Eð0Þ ¼ ρSRð0Þ ⊗ j0 ~Eih0 ~Ej, where j0 ~Ei ¼⊗lj¼1 j0ji is
the vacuum state of H ~E. Moreover, denote as ρ
X
SRðtÞ the
reduced S − R state at time t; i.e.,
ρXSRðtÞ ¼ Tr ~Efe−iHˆSR ~EtðρSRð0Þ ⊗ j0 ~Eih0 ~EjÞeiHˆSR ~Etg; ð12Þ
then [still denoting with ρSRðtÞ the state fulfilling Eq. (2)],
ρXSRðtÞ ¼ ρSRðtÞ: ð13Þ
Lemma 2. Given the unitary dynamics on R − ~E fixed
by the Hamiltonian HˆR ~E ¼ HˆR þ Hˆ ~E þ VˆR ~E, see Eq. (11),
its correlation functions
CXjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ ¼ TrREfeiHˆR ~EðtþsÞFˆR;je−iHˆR ~EðtþsÞ
eiHˆR ~EsFˆR;j0e−iHˆR ~Es½ρRð0Þ ⊗ ρ ~Eð0Þg ð14Þ
satisfy
CXjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ ¼ CLjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ ∀ t; s ≥ 0: ð15Þ
The Theorem shows that if we fix the open system S, i.e.,
its free dynamics as given by HˆS and how it interacts with
the environment as given by the AˆS;j, the equivalence of the
expectation values FR;jðtÞ and GE;jðtÞ and of the correla-
tion functions CLjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ and CUjj0 ðtþ s; sÞ ensures the
equivalence of the open-system dynamics of the two
configurations. On the other hand, the environmental
Hamiltonians HˆR and HˆE need not be equal, neither do
the environmental interaction operators FˆR;j and GˆE;j or the
initial Gaussian states ρRð0Þ and ρEð0Þ, nor are we setting
a priori any constraint on the form of the Lindblad
operators LˆR;j.
Crucially, the equivalence between the two reduced
dynamics, governed by Eqs. (1)–(6) and Eqs. (7)–(9),
respectively, can be then guaranteed in the presence of a
Lindbladian environment R, which is much simpler than
the unitary one E, being characterized by a considerably
smaller number of degrees of freedom. We will give an
explicit example in the next paragraph. We also emphasize
that the Theorem provides us with a manifestly non-
perturbative way to deal with general, non-Markovian
open-system dynamics since we have not set any restriction
on the strength of the coupling, nor on the structure of the
environment. In addition, our result can be straightfor-
wardly generalized beyond the assumption of initial
Gaussian states by asking for the equality of the higher-
order correlation functions of the environments R and E,
see [55]. Finally, we stress that our results in their present
form establish the equivalence between the reduced dynam-
ics of the unitary and the Lindbladian scenarios for single-
time expectation values of open-system observables while
the case of multitime correlators remains open.
The spin-boson model and the pseuodomodes.—
Consider a two-level system coupled to an environment
of harmonic oscillators with a Hamiltonian as in Eq. (7),
where the interaction is in bilinear form [2,56]. We use σi,
i ¼ x, y, z to denote the Pauli matrices, σþ ¼ σ†− ¼ j1ih0j,
with j1i; j0i eigenvectors of σz, while aˆω and aˆ†ω are the
annihilation and creation operators of the bosonic field,
½aˆω; aˆ†ω0  ¼ δðω − ω0Þ. In particular, we take HˆS ¼ ωσz and
HˆE ¼
Rþ∞
−∞ dωωaˆ
†
ωaˆω, while we consider two different
forms of interaction. In one case, we set AˆS ¼ σx and
GˆE ¼
R
∞
−∞ dωðgðωÞaˆω þ gðωÞaˆ†ωÞ, while in the other,
we take two terms in the interaction (we use primed
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letters to denote the corresponding interaction operators)
Aˆ 0S;1 ¼ σ−, Aˆ 0S;2 ¼ σþ, Gˆ 0E;1 ¼
R∞
−∞ dωgðωÞaˆω, and
Gˆ 0E;2 ¼ Gˆ 0†E;1. Note that the second form of the coupling
can be obtained from the former after the rotating wave
approximation, and, importantly, it conserves the total
number of excitations [2,57]. Restricting for simplicity
to a zero-temperature environment, ρEð0Þ ¼ j0ih0j, which
is stationary with respect to HˆE, the expectation values of
the environmental interaction operators vanish, and there is
only one nontrivial two-time correlation function for both
versions of the system-environment coupling, namely,
CUSBðtÞ ¼ TrEfeiHˆEtGˆ 0E;1e−iHˆEtGˆ 0E;2j0ih0jg
¼
Z
∞
−∞
dωSðωÞe−iωt; ð16Þ
where we introduced SðωÞ ¼ jgðωÞj2, usually referred to as
correlation spectrum [58].
Let us now consider the nonunitary dynamics fixed by
Eqs. (1)–(3), with the same HˆS and AˆS;j specified above,
and where R is defined via a set of independent auxiliary
harmonic modes, with the annihilation and creation oper-
ators cˆj and cˆ
†
j , j ¼ 1;…l such that ½cˆj; cˆ†l  ¼ δjl.
Furthermore, we set HˆR ¼
P
l
j¼1 ηjcˆ
†
j cˆj, and we still
consider two forms of the coupling, FˆR ¼
P
l
j¼1ðλcˆj þ
λcˆ†jÞ (together with AˆS ¼ σx) or Fˆ 0R;1 ¼
Pl
j¼1 λcˆj and
Fˆ 0R;2 ¼ Fˆ 0†R;1 (together with Aˆ 0S;1 ¼ Aˆ 0†S;2 ¼ σþ). The
Lindblad generator acting on R is defined as in Eq. (5),
with dissipator
DR½ρ ¼
Xl
j¼1
γj

cˆjρcˆ
†
j −
1
2
fcˆ†j cˆj; ρg

: ð17Þ
Fixing ρRð0Þ ¼ j0ih0j, which is stationary with respect
to LR, for both the forms of the coupling, the environmental
expectation values vanish, and there is still only one
nontrivial two-time correlation function, see Eq. (6),
given by
CLSBðtÞ ¼ TrRfFˆ 0R;1eLRt½Fˆ 0R;2j0ih0jg
¼ jλj2
Xl
j¼1
eðiηj−γj=2Þt: ð18Þ
We conclude that for any unitary spin-boson dynamics
such that the Fourier transform of the spectrum SðωÞ, see
Eq. (16), can be written as a sum of l exponentials as
in Eq. (18), we can define an equivalent nonunitary
dynamics, which only involves l modes and which yields
the same reduced dynamics on the two-level system S at
any time. For the excitation-preserving form of the cou-
pling, this is equivalent to the result obtained in [35], and
the l modes of the environment R precisely identify with
the pseudomodes introduced there. Hence, not only have
we recovered this result as a direct application of our
Theorem, but we have also generalized it to a different form
of the system-environment coupling, not preserving the
number of excitations.
To give an explicit example, let us consider the Lindblad
equation for a single harmonic oscillator, interacting via the
excitation nonpreserving coupling with the two-level sys-
tem and damped as in Eq. (17), with l ¼ 1. For any choice
of the defining parameters λ; η1, and γ1, the reduced
dynamics of the qubit interacting with the damped har-
monic oscillator will be the same as the reduced dynamics
of a qubit interacting with infinitely many harmonic
oscillators, with correlation spectrum given by the
Lorentzian SðωÞ¼ jλj2γ1=½ðγ21þðω−η1Þ2Þ, see Eq. (18).
In Fig. 2, we show an example of these two reduced
dynamics of the two-level system. In particular, the
parameters have been chosen as to have the mode at
resonance with the qubit (η1 ¼ ω) and the strong coupling
regime (λ > γ1). Note that such a regime can be realized in
an ion-trap setup [34]. Moreover, the part of the correlation
spectrum on the negative frequencies (which is fixed by the
ratio γ1=η1) is not negligible, which provides us with a
regime where the approximative argument put forward in
[28] does not apply. The unitary evolution has been
simulated using the numerically exact TEDOPA algorithm
[21]. The two curves in the graphs overlap perfectly. This
exemplifies the equivalence between an environment with a
Lorentzian spectrum and an environment consisting of a
damped harmonic oscillator in a setting where neither the
original pseudomode approach [35] nor the approximated
argument of [28] would apply.
The simple example now described allows us to empha-
size another important issue. If we want to restrict the
definition of the environment to the positive frequencies
only, we set (for both forms of the coupling) gðωÞ ¼ 0 for
ω < 0, and hence, SðωÞ ¼ 0 for ω < 0. The latter condition
can be also easily seen to follow from the fluctuation-
dissipation relation [2] applied to a zero-temperature envi-
ronment. Now, no finite number of auxiliary modes can
reproduce exactly a two-time correlation function, whose
FIG. 2. Comparison between the expectation values of the
observables σz and σx on the reduced state ρSðtÞ as obtained by
Lindblad (solid lines) and unitary (TEDOPA) dynamics (blue
squares and red triangles). The parameters are ω ¼ η1 ¼ 0.7,
λ ¼ 0.6, γ1 ¼ 0.4. The Lorentzian correlation spectrum SðωÞ for
this parametrization is shown in the inset.
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inverse Fourier transform vanishes on an interval of the
real axis, see Eq. (18). Hence, features commonly exploited
to characterize unitary systems, such as the fluctuation-
dissipation relation itself (see also [59]), might impose
qualitative differences between unitary and Lindbladian
correlation functions, thus questioning the general usefulness
of our result. However, also in these situations, one can take
advantage of the constructive nature of the proof of the
Theorem by formulating a Lindbladian dynamics such that
CUðtÞ ≈ CLðtÞ. The construction of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2
can still be pursued so that one would end up with two
unitary dynamics with similar correlation functions,
CXðtÞ ≈ CUðtÞ. By applying suitable bounding procedures
which apply to unitary dynamics [60], we could then provide
a precise bound to the difference between the reduced
dynamics ρUðtÞ and ρLðtÞ based on the difference between
their correlation functions.
Conclusions.—In this Letter, we proved in rigorous
terms conditions that ensure the equivalence between the
two reduced dynamics of an open system as resulting from,
respectively, an overall unitary dynamics and the inter-
action with a simpler environment undergoing a Lindblad
evolution. This yields a general nonperturbative way to
characterize even highly non-Markovian dynamics with a
smaller set of degrees of freedom.
Our result paves the way for rigorous investigations of
the validity of the simulation of a unitary dynamics with a
computationally simpler Lindblad evolution, possibly
dealing with an approximated equality of the two. From
a more abstract perspective, our result also represents an
extension of the input-output formalism [3] to the bipartite
scenario, where the system subjected to the white noise
consists of the open system and its non-Markovian core.
Indeed, it will be of interest to investigate how this relates
to other non-Markovian input-output approaches intro-
duced in the literature [61–63]. In addition, the fact that
an input-output formalism can also be developed for a
fermionic bath [64] suggests that our result can be
extended to this domain. We plan to study such an
extension, as well as to treat multitime correlation func-
tions of the open-system observables in order to fully
characterize, e.g., the system’s spectral response.
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